These days "estimating uncertainty" is the mantra. As we do this, we ask ourselves which is better: an array of geologically simple rapidly history-matched models, or a single geologically comprehensive, carefully history-matched model. After all, uncertainty, which is normally characterized by a range of forecasts from techniques such as Experimental Design, is difficult to quantify using just one model however comprehensive it may be. Yet if forecasts are obtained from a series of simple models, how good are they? Choosing one over the other also has significant implications in the time required for modeling, and also reservoir management.
Introduction
Reservoir characterization and modeling has evolved significantly over the past decade or so, with an ever growing emphasis around the "shared earth model" concept. This shared earth model needs to honor all log and seismic data, while maintaining a consistent picture of the depositional and the diagenetic character of the reservoir. On the other hand, where flow is of paramount importance, identification of appropriate flow paths that may or may not be purely dependent of the geological character, takes precedence. It is obvious that these two cannot be mutually exclusive, and yet with advances in reservoir characterization and geostatistics identification of unique flow paths still remains elusive.
Two primary reasons -diverse data scales and nonexhaustive data sampling -are cited for this disconnect. Currently data are collected on various scales and supports. Core data, which is high resolution, is point supported while seismic data, which is spatially distributed has low resolution. Since the reservoir model is a 3D representation, we have no alternative but to combine such data diversity and attempt to produce a robust model. Panda et al. 1 and Lee et al. 2 , among others, have specifically investigated the scale reconciliation aspect of reservoir modeling. The literature is replete with integrated studies that try to reconcile data in varying degrees [3] [4] [5] . The success of this effort has been varied and is strongly dependent on the amount and quality of data as well as the complexity of the field.
The second reason is our practical inability to exhaustively sample the reservoir. Therefore, earth scientists need to interpret the data to the best of their knowledge to create a geological picture of the reservoir. Properties in between the wells have to be interpreted or interpolated. A whole field of geostatistics, with some very elegant algorithms, has spawned because of this shortcoming. The need to honor the geological interpretation combined with the sheer size of some reservoirs result in very large models. Nowadays, it is hardly a surprise to see earth models which are in excess of 10 million cells. Such large models make it impractical to truly create a "shared earth model" that can be seamlessly exchanged between subsurface characterization, simulation, and history-matching.
Therefore, the question is: from purely a flow standpoint, are these models optimally resolved? There are instances in the literature where authors have presented the concepts of Hydraulic Flow Units (HFU) and Flow Zone Indicators (FZI) 6, 7 . Some studies contend that these entities, which better represent the flow units, may only be vaguely related to the lithofacies and that an unique value of the FZI is sufficient to characterize the flow.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to determine what is relevant to flow. Towards this objective, we studied the effect of geological interpretations and modeling methods of varying complexity on shallow marine reservoirs in the Meren field. We have assumed that a previous comprehensive study conducted by Cook et al. 3 , is the "truth" case, and compared the performance of the series of new models developed against this "truth" case.
Overview of the Meren field
The field used as a test laboratory in this study is Meren, an oil field offshore Nigeria and discovered in 1965. It is divided in several blocks, Block 1 being the object of this study. Figure 1 shows the fault traces (both outer sealing growth faults and internal faults), water-oil contacts, the small gas cap that overlies the oil zone within Block 1 and the Malu gas field. Twenty-two wells (not shown in Figure 1 ) are completed in the oil zone. Well spacing ranges from 250 m to 1000 m. Figure 2 shows an example of the correlation of parasequences within the interval of interest. The reservoir is subdivided in 3 intervals, from top to bottom, D-08, E-01, E-02, respectively. These parasequences were identified and studied by Larue and Legarre 8 and Cook et al. 3 The reservoir consists of interstratified sandstones and shale, mostly representing shoreface to shelf deposition. Gross reservoir interval thickness varies from 80 to 120 ft., with the thickest part towards the major bounding growth fault to the northeast. Effective porosity in the sandy facies ranges from 20% to 32%, and permeability ranges from a few millidarcies to a few Darcies, and is typically inversely proportional to shale content (Vshale). The middle part of the reservoir interval has the thickest and the cleanest sandstone (net-to-gross greater than 80%), and contains the bulk of the reserves. Well logs, pressure, and production data show some degree of communication between the parasequences due to the patchy shale distribution above flooding surfaces (see the schematic section in Figure 1 ). Additionally, there is evidence to indicate that the Meren field is in communication with the adjacent Malu field through the aquifer located in the northwest part of the field (Figure 1 ), indicating excellent lateral reservoir continuity.
The reservoir was produced under low GOR until 1970. After 1970 GOR gradually increased in several of the wells, and some completions were closed-in. Due to a decline in pressure and production, the field was shut-in in 1985. It was brought back on production in 1989. In 1991, a waterflood was initiated. Although the waterflood was successful on an overall basis, limited response was observed in some of the reservoir units due to preferential movement of the water bank. To improve the conformance of this waterflood and thus recovery, an integrated reservoir study was undertaken and is described in Cook et al. The Reference model A comprehensive sequence stratigraphy effort was undertaken. Eight flooding surfaces and one sequence boundary were identified from the gamma ray, Vshale, Resistivity, and Neutron-Density traces. The flooding surfaces, superimposed on the gamma ray traces, are shown in Figure 2 . These flooding surfaces and the sequence boundary were then mapped at distinct layer boundaries within the earth model. The flooding surfaces act as primary baffles/barriers to limit vertical flow between the various sand lobes. Between each set of flooding surfaces the model was populated with well data taken only from that interval. Sandstone quality maps developed in the sequence stratigraphy that qualitatively show the prograding and retrograding nature of sands were used as soft data to guide porosity and permeability population. Cook et al. 3 describes the methodology used to honor the sequence stratigraphy framework from geologic modeling through scale-up. This scale-up process ensured that the flooding surfaces were maintained in the simulator at distinct layer boundaries. Therefore the vertical communication (ztransmissibility) between the layers, which was expected to influence the waterflood conformance, could be tuned to honor production and other reservoir performance data. This was one of the principal parameters used for history-matching the reservoir.
Description of new models
Recall that the goal of this study is to determine what is relevant to flow. Our approach is to compare the performance of the comprehensively built Reference model with that of a series of models with varying degrees of complexity as well as different geological interpretations of the same dataset.
The size of the area modeled is 16 km by 4 km. In order to study how reservoir modeling methods and characterization parameters impact fluid flow, geostatistical grids were rebuilt and repopulated, but directly at the Reference model simulation scale so that upscaling issues were circumvented. The areal cell size is 50 m by 50 m, and vertical cell size ranges from 2 ft in sandy units to 10 ft in shaly units for a total of about 280000 cells.
Effective porosity and Vshale data were derived from well logs and modeled geostatistically. Permeability was calculated from Vshale using an empirical transform derived from core permeability data tied to the Vshale curve. Water saturation values were assigned in the dynamic model. Fifty models were rapidly built directly at the coarse scale, which honored all the data and the depositional architecture. A broad range of modeling techniques was investigated.
Model Suite 1: The first suite of models, from simple and minimally conditioned to complex and highly conditioned was built to address the importance of fundamental geologic parameters on flow behavior. Effective porosity was modeled by sequential gaussian simulation, conditioned to well log data. Vshale was then modeled using sequential gaussian simulation with collocated cokriging, porosity serving as soft conditioning data. To better represent the geologist insight in the reservoir, a quality trend map was incorporated in the model building process. Drawn by a geologist and based on well data, it describes the general shoreface depositional 2D trend. As illustrated in Figure 3 , sand becomes thicker and cleaner towards the land direction. The more complex models use a customized quality trend map for each parasequence while the simplest don't incorporate any of these soft data. The models also integrate various degrees of stratigraphic information; either using only the top and the base reservoir bounding surfaces to constrain the reservoir volume or the eight mapped flooding surfaces ( Figure 2 ) plus the top and bottom surfaces. In this later case, each parasequence is modeled using its own histogram of effective porosity and Vshale based on well log data for that region. Figure 4 shows the effect of incorporating varying degrees of stratigraphic information in the permeability distribution. Recognizing the various possible interpretations of the horizontal continuity in the reservoir, the variogram range was varied in length (short, medium, long) and direction (parallel or perpendicular to the interpreted shoreline). Influence of the variogram characteristics on the permeability distribution is presented in Figure 5 . The parameters used for the first serie of models are summarized in Table 1 .
Model Suite 2: Models built in the second set all use highresolution sequence stratigraphic framework and 3D reservoir quality trend for each parasequence. The Sequential Screening Simulation algorithm used is described by Omre et al. 9 and Jian 10 . Effective porosity and Vshale are co-simulated. Quality maps (soft conditioning data) were either drawn by geologist (as before) or based on linear regression of rock property data inferred from well logs. They are depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The statistical trend lacks geological insight where well control is sparse. Variogram type (exponential or spherical), range (short or long), direction (parallel or perpendicular to shoreline) and dip (flat or 1 degree) to represent the depositional dip were also varied to mimic the possible interpretation of reservoir continuity. The parameters used for the second series of models are summarized in Table  2 .
Model Suite 3: A third set of models was built to investigate degrees of progradation in the reservoir. The three facies recognized in well logs were modeled within each parasequence with truncated gaussian simulation with trend varying the agradational angle between models. The variation in facies modeling is illustrated Figure 8 . This facies modeling technique has been described by McDonald 11 and used by Jian 10 for modeling progradational deltaic or shoreline reservoirs. Effective porosity and Vshale are co-simulated within each facies using Sequential Gaussian Simulation. Variogram length, type, direction and dip are also varied for this set of models which parameters are summarized in Table  3 .
Fluid Flow Response
History-Matching Although the Reference case was manually history-matched to the actual field history, we chose to compare the performance of the new models with that of the Reference, and not the actual field production. The reason for this being that the field has been in production for only 4 years since the Reference study was conducted. To determine what is relevant to flow, our objective was to compare the effects of the modeling and simulation 25-30 years into the future, which were obviously only available for the simulated Reference case. In other words, the Reference predictions were assumed to be the "truth" case.
The models built directly at the coarse scale (~280000 cells) span a broad range of modeling techniques and yet they all honor the geological data and overall depositional architecture. The distribution of OOIP is obviously dependent on the modeling technique used: most models are within a reasonable range (less than 10% deviation from the Reference); a few exceed a 20% deviation. The OOIP was normalized to the posted reserves (as in the Reference case) so the OOIP distribution does not mask purely geological variation due to the distribution of fluid volumes in the flow simulation. The 30-year historical oil rate was imposed at the wells and responses in bhp, watercut and gas rate were compared to the reference case.
Even with the assisted history-matching techniques and the fast computing available to us, it would be impractical to history-match all the models. Models that were incapable of honoring the imposed oil rate were eliminated right away. After that, seven models that characterized the range of modeling strategies used and the resulting flow response were selected and carried in to the prediction phase. These were history-matched using conventional manual methods and two semi-automatic methods using sensitivity coefficients. The assisted-history matching methods use optimization algorithms to minimize an objective function that measures the deviation from the Reference. In general, the objective function E used for optimization is given by:
where the weights w i for each of the data type and for each well are assigned as a function of the number of data points and the uncertainty associated with each type of measurement. The inverse problem is solved using a Gauss-Newton algorithm for minimization. Gradient and chaotic searches are used to find the optimum. The user can choose to put more weight on any of the target production curve (bottom hole pressure match or water production rate for instance) or to a group of wells that need particular attention. The result is a modified set of parameters (new permeability and pore volume distribution in the reservoir for instance). A new objective function is then built and the whole process is iterated. The principle is presented in more details in Landa 12 and examples of fields history-matched using the sensitivity coefficient methods are discussed in Kabir 13 . In the interest of time we focused on a good field-wide history-match while attempting a reasonable well-by-well match.
The seven models were carefully selected to represent the three different model suites. They incorporate varying degree of reservoir quality and stratigraphic complexity and also include the different variations in variogram type, range, direction and dip. History-matching was conducted over a period spanning November 1968 to January 1998. Several parameters were matched: reservoir pressure, field water production rates, field gas production rates and to a lesser accuracy, the well-by-well water and gas production rates. The constraint used for history-matching are well oil production rates and well water injection rates.
The Reference history-matching effort had shown that a good history-match could be achieved if the areal and vertical aquifer encroachment was carefully modeled. This was especially true in the northwest corner of the Block 1, where the field dips into the aquifer. It was also seen that northern and southern fault blocks, separated by the central fault, had different history-matching signatures. Also observed in the original history-match was that the water preferentially moved along the internal and external faults in the simulation, depriving some of the production wells of water. Using these lessons learned from the Reference study history-match as a starting point, a simple set of parameters was first selected for all seven cases. Based on the extent of the water encroachment at the end of the history period in 1998 for the Reference (see the saturation front location for the 3 sands in Figure 15 ), 4 areal regions were defined, 2 south and 2 north of the central fault ( Figure 9) . Each region was then subdivided vertically into 3 blocks representing the 3 main sand intervals ( Figure  10 ). Vertical and Areal transmissibility adjustments were the primary focus of the history-matching effort. The transmissibilities were thus tuned by mainly matching pressures and water arrival times at the wells. The magnitude of the adjustments made in each of the subdivisions of the reservoir is that which is commonly seen in history-matching. An example of such an adjustment is provided in schematic Figure 11 and the corresponding water production match is shown in Figure 12 . For several models the restrictive group of 12 parameters initially selected was not appropriate to obtain a satisfactory history-match. Localized changes, which are common due to the inherent geostatistical nature, were introduced within each of the 3 main sand lobes to target only the layers where wells are completed. The trans-missibility modifiers were then applied to these subsets of the initial group of parameters. Examples of these localized parameters are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 . Some uncertainty remains in the central fault modeling. In the Reference model, the central fault is extended down to the southern bounding fault (Figure 1 ) and is modeled as completely sealing during early time. The fault opens dynamically in late time as injection pressure builds in the lower block (south of the central fault). This is supported by the water production rate as well as the pressure data in the vicinity of the fault. X and Ytransmissibility adjustments through that fault were made for additional adjustable parameters for 3 of the 7 models. In all cases the choice of parameters remained simple and the number of parameters used for the history-matching exercise was kept relatively low, between 8 and 15. This also facilitated the assisted-history matching process, which proportionally gets more challenging as the number of parameters increase.
Water encroachment at the end of the history period is shown in Figure 15 for the Reference and 3 representative models. The water saturation front in the 3 models has a similar profile, especially in the E-01 good quality sand, where most of the wells are completed and was the focus of the history-matching effort.
Predictions
Calibration is performed after history-matching and before the prediction phase. For all models, wellbore parameters needed some degree of tuning to match observed production rates in the field. Artificial gas lift was assigned to appropriate wells and flowtables and well block PI multipliers were adjusted in an iterative process until the observed oil flowrate was obtained.
Separate development options were adopted for the three reservoir intervals D-08, E-01, and E-02 due to preferential water encroachment profiles at the end of the calibration period (Figure 16 ). The top and bottom intervals, i.e., D-08 and E-02, of the reservoir were still unswept. This is mostly because the E-01 sand, which is cleaner interval, has the most completions. The sand quality degrades areally from NE to SW (towards the paleo shoreline) and vertically is best in the middle interval (E-01) than in the top (D-08) and the bottom interval (E-02). The E-02 sand has relatively the poorest quality sand. The new development strategy focused on the next most promising D-08 sand with 11 new recompletions (10 producers, 1 injector) added to the 7 still on-line at the start of prediction. The injector was completed in the 3 intervals to support the aquifer. 2 wells were completed in the good quality sand area of E-01, and 2 others were completed in D-02 as illustrated in Figure 16 .
Using this development strategy, predictions runs were conducted for 25 years for all the seven geologically diverse models. Water saturation fronts from the simulations are presented in Figure 18 (year 2005) and Figure 19 (year 2025). The development strategy was agreed upon for the Reference case based on the snapshot of the saturation front in the year 1999. From Figure 18 , comparing across the models in the year 2005, we may conclude that the saturation front has essentially a similar pattern for each sand unit. There appears to be a slight discrepancy in the NE corner for the D-08 sand but this is because the history-matching sections (shown in Figs. 9 & 10) were not extended into the eastern part of the reservoir and there is potential for some localized changes to be made in that area. Interestingly enough, the development strategy would still remain unchanged at this time whichever model we choose to base our decision. In other words, the principal decisions taken for drilling and completing infill wells would remain consistent for any of the models. At the end of field life in 2025, the D-08 sand interval, the main target area, is well swept in all the models and the saturation maps consistently reveal similar unswept areas in the intervals of the reservoir. Slight discrepancies are evident in the southeast portions of the E-01 sand but again there is some potential here for more localized history-matching, which was not attempted in the interest of time.
Figure 17 (oil production rate vs. cumulative oil produced), which would eventually translate into economics, does reveal some differences in the amount of oil recovered. This is especially evident in the reservoir IPs and middle-time production, but the overall characteristics are reasonably similar for all the 7 models. The ultimate recovery is also very similar (actual values are proprietary information and thus not shown) for all the models. This is especially true if the inherent uncertainty in the measurements is superimposed on the results. Our belief is that the variance will be further attenuated if a well-by-well history-match was attempted.
Conclusions
In this study, the 7 models rapidly built directly at the coarse scale are believed to cover a reasonable range of common geological and geostatistical parameters used in classic methods. The history-matching methods used are also representative of the current available methods to accomplish the dynamic integration. The accuracy in future field performance prediction was gauged by looking at different responses of the reservoir: cumulative oil produced and saturation distribution at different times.
The history-matching modifications were done on a restrictive set of parameters, certainly not optimal. But the imprint created by the dynamic data over the underlying geological data seems to overcome the variations caused by the different modeling techniques used. The cumulative production performance and the saturation front throughout the life of the reservoir proved reasonably independent of the model used. None of the models showed behaviors that warrant major adjustments to the development strategy. Should we decide to drill new wells in the remaining unswept areas of the reservoir after 2025 (e.g., in the E-02 sand), all models would advocate the same approximate locations. In a high net-to-gross reservoir well constrained by a reasonable number of wells and history, if the main flow units are carefully identified, the variation of the other localized and/or high-frequency parameters may not have a critical influence on the flow behavior and thus on the business decisions. This study also emphasizes the critical importance of incorporating MDTs and PLTs, which help delineate the reservoir flow units, in the model building stage, and not as a posteriori history-matching constraints.
At this stage, these conclusions would be applicable to similar shallow marine blanket sand reservoirs undergoing favorable mobility ratio displacement. Other studies are in progress to evaluate the performance of channelized reservoirs. The implications of this study are significant because they would reduce the cost of geological interpretation and modeling. Optimally resolved models reduce the need for drastic upscaling, reduce simulation time, and assist in robust parameterization for automated historymatching. This eventually allows for rigorous uncertainty estimation. If the history-matching imprint becomes the overriding factor, uncertainty assessment should perhaps focus more on operating uncertainty than subsurface uncertainty.
Discussion
There appears to be an underlying notion in the petroleum industry that a bigger and complex model is always the best option. In fact, working with huge models sometimes even confers a level of status. Models are commonly built in excess of 10 million cells. Sometimes this is necessary because of the sheer size of the reservoir and the distribution of well locations, but often this may not be the case.
Two principal objectives need to be considered while building models. The first one is the goal of the study. Estimating ultimate recovery and recovery factor could be done using a relatively coarse model. Generating uncertainty ranges require multitudes of simulation runs for which relatively coarse models could suffice.
14 On the other hand, saturation tracking and pin-pointing infill locations may require fine models.
The second issue is that of the availability and the quality of the data. When building models that purely use seismic attributes it makes little sense in creating models that are resolved much less than the seismic resolution. To make matters worse, although we recognize that there is inherent uncertainty in our measurements, there is a race to honor every data point at its nominal value. This sometimes translates into models built at every 0.5-1 ft. vertical resolution theoretically provided by well logs. In building fine models one should always be cognizant of the fact that a finely detailed model may not be the most resolved model especially from the standpoint of flow simulation.
Although non-unique by the very nature of the inverse problem, history-matching does reduce the range of outcomes. As shown in this study, extensive history may be the overriding factor in improving our understanding of the reservoir behavior.
As we usher in the era of uncertainty estimation and mitigation we need to carefully address the issue of building and simulating models with optimal resolution. Adaptive and unstructured grids may provide some relief as to providing the appropriate resolution where and when necessary. also like to acknowledge project colleagues for their help and discussions, and F. Friedmann for sharing his insight on uncertainty matters. We also thank Roxar for providing an IRAP RMS license for some of the modeling work. 
